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About This Game

The year is 2051. Location: SATAZIUS, a long-abandoned planet.
The cruiser Agano was on patrol when it was attacked and stricken by a confederacy of space pirates that had established a base
on SATAZIUS. The pirates attacked the Agano intending to steal the assault ship ‘Trafalgar’ that was stowed aboard the Agano,

but the Trafalgar made a successful emergency escape.
The crew of the Trafalgar calculated the probability of successfully escaping the pirate overrun planet at 0.02%; the probability
of charging into and successfully destroying the pirate base was 1%. Taking the higher probability escape plan, the crew of the

Trafalgar turned their ship toward the pirate horde and began their charge into the heart of SATAZIUS.
SATAZIUS is an awesome old school side-scrolling arcade shooter by accomplished indie developer ASTRO PORT (Gigantic

Army, Armed Seven, Supercharged Robot Vulkaiser), featuring an arsenal of 13 types of upgradeable weapons, power-ups,
obstacles and boss encounters that arcade veterans will enjoying getting to grips with. Customize your ship by selecting two side

weapons which can be cycled and deployed at any time during the action, and a charge attack to unleash massive destruction.
There is a plethora of enemy ships to shoot down, tight spaces to navigate, power ups to grab, and bonuses to acquire. Featuring
great stage design, a thumping techno soundtrack, fast and outstanding action, old school graphics and giant bosses, SATAZIUS

is a true throwback to old-school arcade shoot ‘em ups, replete with homages which will be instantly recognizable to fans of
arcade shooters.

Key features:

13 upgradeable weapons to choose from
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4 difficult levels allowing accessibility for new players while challenging veterans as well

Varied and exciting stage design

Massive bosses

Winner of the August 2008 Jikkyo Play Contents Award
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Publisher:
Nyu Media
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nice simple gameplay
-awkward control
-cant change any settings. This game was elegantly simple in the way it constructed satisfyingly complex puzzles that forced you
to think outside the box in order to solve them. I am surprized that this game has not recieved more attention.. Really good game
to just play when you're bored. Ignore all of the people who are talking about micro-transactions: it asks you if you want to turn
them on in the options menu.. Never dull and seldom panicky, immersion is great. The game design, UI, minigames, and player
objective tracking are all highly polished. 16 hours to beat it, every minute of it is fun. Very replayable, play differently, build
big or speed run it. You might want to copy your saved game before your first boss fight... it's high stakes, and can be
impossible if you didn't hear what to do and can't figure it out on the fly.

I just got contaminated by radiation on an away mission, and as I was flying 11m/s back to the medical bay I puked on my visor
(in game!) and had my vision going tunnel vision (in game!) while health declined. 11/10 for such special effects!!. Preparing
for WW3
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The only complaint I've heard about this game is the lack of people playing it but we have a community and groups to set games
up. I paid for this game and now it is free to play but I would honestly pay for it again without hesitation.. Bugs at level 20
where the fun is supposed to be. Total unworth. Seriously, think twice before dedicating your effort to such useless garbage.
Satox core libertad.. Great game for it's time. One of the better classic games still sitting on steam. I would recommend the
game to anyone looking for a cheap single player campaign to run through. It's certainly fun and worth playing just for that.

By now the multiplayer aspect of the game is either dead or shut down so I'm confident you won't get any action there.
However, if you can strike up a group that wants to play and try the game out than it's worth it. I'd recommend the game only if
you can find it on sale and have a group that wants to try it out for a weekend.
. Very adicting and tedious boy in all very fun. I've used it for about 15 minutes and already have heard all the sounds. I like the
idea of this program, but it's lacking at the moment. There needs to be far more options for the actual ASMR sounds. I would
even go so far as to say that the sounds that are not ASMR-y should be removed (fire alarm, for example, is just annoying).

Perhaps if there were more scratching sounds, tapping sounds, kissing, mouth sounds, some sk-sk or ks-ks, rubbing sounds
(rubbing the mic, etc.), buzzing sounds like hair clippers\/trimmers, low humming sounds like an AC unit or something, stuff
like that.

Again, I like the concept, and I do recommend it, but it could use more sounds before I'm going to say it's actually good.
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